Information about the lexical capacity of the speakers of a specific language is indispensible for empirical and experimental studies on the human behavior of using speech as a communicative means. Unlike the increasing number of gigantic text-or web-based corpora that have been developed in recent decades, publicly distributed spoken resources, espcially conversations, are few in number. This article studies the lexical coverage of a corpus of Taiwan Mandarin conversations recorded in three speaking scenarios. A wordlist based on this corpus has been prepared and provides information about frequency counts of words and parts of speech processed by an automatic system. Manual post-editing of the results was performed to ensure the usability and reliability of the wordlist. Syllable information was derived by automatically converting the Chinese characters to a conventional romanization scheme, followed by manual correction of conversion errors and disambiguiation of homographs. As a result, the wordlist contains 405,435 ordinary words and 57,696 instances of discourse particles, markers, fillers, and feedback words. Lexical coverage in Taiwan Mandarin conversation is revealed and is compared with a balanced corpus of texts in terms of words, syllables, and word categories.
Introduction
Exchange and communication of thoughts are mainly performed by producing and perceiving/interpreting words, whether in text or speech. In spite of philosophical debates on the concept of words, it is more or less accepted by most of the disciplines working with languages that one of the possibilities of exploring the lexical capacity of the users of a specific language is to examine the distribution of words collected in a large-scale balanced corpus. Different from the lexical entries listed in a dictionary, corpus data provide 2 Shu-Chuan Tseng information about lexical knowledge of language users that resembles their experiences and abilities in a realistic context. Of this information, word frequency counts are simple and primitive information. Nevertheless, they are directly associated with the lexical capacity of language users in a given scenario. Word frequency is one of the most essential kinds of information when implementing language-related technology tools and systems. Once a reliable word list is available, different computational models can be developed or applied to examine the role lexical knowledge plays in using a language (Baayan, 2001) . For pedagogical purposes, word counts based on real corpus data will help prepare authentic learning materials for first and second language learners (Xiao et al., 2009; Knowles, 1990; McCarthy, 1999) . For research purposes, empirical information about lexical capacity is indispensible for constructing stimuli and testing hypotheses for word-or phonology-related psycholinguistic experiments (Wepman & Lozar, 1973) . In each kind of application using the word distribution information mentioned above, it is important that the sources we obtain the information from should resemble the word distribution of tokens and types as authentic language input available to the language users.
Nearly a century ago, Thorndike (1921) listed the 10,000 most widely used English words based on a 4.6-million-word corpus consisting of 41 different sources, which included children's literature, the Bible, classics, elementary school textbooks, and newspapers. The later version extended the list to 30,000 words (Thorndike & Lorge, 1944) . The main purpose of these earliest wordlists was to provide word information for teaching English. Nowadays, taking advantage of the latest technology, the amount and scale of textual corpora being collected via digital resources in recent decades have become enormous. The British National Corpus (BNC) contains 100 million English words. Within the corpus data, 90% were based on written texts (Leech et al., 2001) . The first released version of the American National Corpus (ANC) contained 11.5 million English words, 70% of which were written texts (Reppen & Ide, 2004) . Both the BNC and the ANC are balanced corpora. They consist of texts collected from different producers and genres, also including transcripts of spoken language. Purely textual corpora, such as the English Gigaword and the Chinese Gigaword, distributed by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC), are mostly collections of newspaper articles, reflecting a specific kind of language user behavior. Nevertheless, to reflect the lexical capacity of language users in natural speech communication, we need a corpus of "naturally produced" conversations with different sociolinguistic designs of speaker relationships and different conversation types. Compared with textual corpora, however, it is considerably more difficult to obtain this kind of corpora.
Collecting and processing speech data cannot be accomplished automatically. The cost of preparing spoken corpora is high, especially when dealing with natural conversations. The types of spoken corpora vary to a large degree, ranging from reading a list of words/texts, telling a story, executing a task, to free conversation. To take English as an example, a number of conversational corpora have been collected for educational, clinical, or experimental studies of spoken word distribution (French et al., 1930; Howes, 1964; Howes, 1966) . They have attracted intensive attention, because they provide the most realistic materials to study how people converse to exchange thoughts and perform communication. During the last twenty years, the scale and the application of spoken corpora have been enormously extended. Svartvik and Quirk (1980) published a corpus of English conversation, later known as the London-Lund Corpus of English Conversation. A word frequency count of 190,000 words from the corpus was published four years later (Brown, 1984) . Later, a part of the BNC also contained conversations, with a focus on a balanced socio-geographic sampling of speakers of English (Crowdy, 1993) .
With the growing number of spoken corpora being or having been processed, the technology and the concept of how to prepare spoken corpora has also been changed accordingly due to the extensive application possibilities and the available software (Gibbon et al., 1997) . Newly developed spoken corpora, for instance, transcribed with annotation schemes marking targeted linguistic phenomena, time-aligned with speech signals at different linguistic levels, automatically processed for word segmentation and parts of speech tagging on the transcripts, etc., have brought new horizons of how spoken corpora can be used for academic and educational purposes.
Taiwan Mandarin Spoken Wordlist
This paper studies the lexical coverage of a Taiwan Mandarin conversational corpus based on the derived Taiwan Mandarin Spoken Wordlist and compares it with the Sinica Corpus (Chen & Huang, 1996) , which is currently the largest POS-tagged text corpus of Taiwan Mandarin. This section gives an introduction to how the conversational corpus has been collected and processed and how the wordlist has been prepared.
Taiwan Mandarin Conversational Corpus
The Taiwan Mandarin Conversational Corpus (the TMC Corpus, hereafter) is composed of three sub-corpora of Taiwan Mandarin conversations, which have been processed at the Institute of Linguistics, Academia Sinica (Tseng, 2004) . The Mandarin Conversational Dialogue Corpus (the MCDC) is a collection of 30 free conversations between speakers who were meeting for the first time (37 females and 23 males, with ages between 16 and 45). The project was executed in 2001. One year later, 30 speakers from the MCDC speakers were recruited again to record conversations with a person they knew well for the next two corpus collection projects. As a result, 33 female and 27 male speakers whose age ranged from 14 to 63 participated in the project. The Mandarin Topic-oriented Conversation Corpus (the MTCC) is a collection of topic-specific conversations on selected news or events that took place in the year of 2001. The Mandarin Map Task Corpus (the MMTC) is a collection of task-oriented dialogues, basically following the Map Task design (Anderson et al., 1991) . Different from the MTCC and the MMTC, the free conversations in the MCDC were more formal, as the conversation partners were strangers. The final version of the TMC Corpus consists of 85 conversations, approximately 42 hours of speech recording. Five conversations were not included in the TMC Corpus because the participants spoke Taiwan Southern Min instead of Taiwan Mandarin to their conversation partners most of the time in their conversations. General information about the corpora is summarized in Table 1 . From the viewpoint of speaker relationship, the TMC Corpus contains conversations between strangers and conversations between people who are familiar with each other. From the viewpoint of the speaking situation, the TMC Corpus includes three different scenarios: free conversations, topic-specific conversations, and task-oriented conversations. That is, the TMC Corpus provides speech data of a variety of speaker groups communicating in different speaking styles and situations.
Corpus Transcription
The speech content of the 85 conversations was orthographically transcribed and carefully cross-checked. Words were transcribed in traditional Chinese characters. Pauses and paralinguistic sounds, such as inhalation, coughing, and laughter, were indicated in the transcripts. Items that are often used in spoken discourse, such as discourse particles, discourse markers, fillers, and feedback words, were transcribed with capital letters for two reasons. On the one hand, we wanted to distinguish these items from ordinary words due to their pragmatic function in conversation. On the other hand, it is not always possible to find the correct, or widely accepted, characters to transcribe these groups of items. For example, well-conventionalized characters are available in the writing notion for most of the discourse particles (Chao 1965 ) originating from Mandarin Chinese, such as: A 啊, AI YA 哎呀, AI YOU 唉呦, BA 吧, E/EP 呃, EN 嗯, HAI 嗨, HE 呵, HEI 嘿, HWA 嘩, LA 啦, LIE/LEI 咧, LO 囉, MA 嘛, NOU/NO 喏, O 喔/噢/哦, OU 噢, WA 哇, WA SAI 哇塞, YE 耶, YI 咦, and YOU 呦. Nevertheless, some of the very common particles in contemporary Taiwan Mandarin conversation, such as EIN, HAN, HEIN, HO, HYO, and HAIN, originate from Taiwanese Southern Min -a major dialect spoken in Taiwan. For these particles, no widely acceptable characters are available to transcribe them. Capital letters signifying the way of pronunciation were used to transcribe discourse particles of this kind. Different from discourse particles, discourse markers noted in our transcribing system are originally lexical items, i.e. regular words with a matching character in the writing system. When their original semantic meaning is lost and their use becomes essentially pragmatic in conversation, however, they are regarded as a kind of discourse markers. Their function is similar to that of the discourse markers that are generally defined, e.g. well, but, and ok (Schiffrin, 1988) , marking emerging structure of conversation. In principle, they are used for a speaker to keep the floor or to stall more time to think of what to say next. Among the discourse markers annotated in the TMC Corpus, NA is the most frequently used marker. Originally, 那 (NA) was a demonstrative determiner, meaning "that". As a discourse marker, however, it sometimes appears before a proper noun, which is grammatically incorrect in the case of a determiner. This example illustrates the difference between 那 (NA) as a determiner and as a discourse marker. As a result, we noted discourse markers of this specific group, including NA, NE, NA GE, NE GE, NEI GE, SHEN ME, and ZHE
GE.
The third type, fillers and feedback words, themselves do not involve any concrete semantic meaning. Fillers function as discourse markers in a similar way, indicating hesitations in speech flow (Shriberg, 1994) . Feedback words are used as a response signal to the conversation partner. Different foci on spoken discourse may lead to diversified terminologies and systems of lexical items, for instance, Chao (1965) may regard some of the fillers and feedback words as interjections, carrying specific intonation contours. Nevertheless, in the TMC Corpus, our preliminary goal was to develop a coherent transcription convention for conversation. Basically, we transcribed them according to their syllable structure, because the surface forms of fillers and feedback words are systematically similar. Prosodic realization may add affined pragmatic interpretations to fillers and feedback words. Nevertheless, in the transcription system, we do not make further distinctions. There are four different sub-groups of fillers and feedback words: Zero onset + Schwa + dental nasal coda (UHN, UHNN, UHNHN) , zero onset + Schwa + bilabial nasal coda (UHM, UHMM, UHMHM), dental nasal onset + Schwa + dental nasal coda (NHN, NHNN, NHNHN) , and bilabial nasal onset + Schwa + bilabial nasal coda (MHM, MHMM, MHMHM, MHMHMHM, MHMHMHMHM). When they are produced with more than one syllable, each syllable is presented by a repeated H. A repeated nasal coda indicates a prolongation of the coda.
Foreign words, such as English or Japanese, are either written in their original writing convention or the equivalent romanization. Speech stretches containing pronunciation variants and code switching are transcribed in the way that the meaning of the speech content is written in Taiwan Mandarin writing convention.
Time-aligned Transcripts in PRAAT
The orthographic transcription of the corpus is presented in PRAAT with two tiers (Boersma & Weenink, 2012) . The first tier gives information about the speaker identity and the sequence number of the speaker's turn in a coded way, and the transcription of the speech content is presented on the second tier. The boundaries of all speaker turns are time-aligned with the speech signal. Figure 1 is an extract from the MCDC sub-corpus. 
Word Segmentation and POS Tagging
Word boundaries in the Chinese texts are not marked by blanks. In order to prepare the wordlist of the TMC Corpus, we applied the CKIP word segmentation and POS tagging system to automatically process the transcripts (Chen & Huang, 1996) . The POS tagset developed by the CKIP team is listed in Table 2 (CKIP, 1998) . Slightly modifying the tagset, we added nominal expressions and idioms to the category S, because they act as independent sentences in conversation from both syntactic and pragmatic points of view and they should not be regarded as any one of the other POS categories. With regard to the input format of the system, the original design of the CKIP system was sentences. For processing the TMC Corpus, the content of each speaker turn was used as individual input to run the CKIP system. As the majority of the corpus data are long speaker turns of more than one sentence, there may arise difficulties in word segmentation and POS tagging. In this regard, manual post-editing would be necessary. 
Manual Post-editing of Word Segmentation and Homograph Errors
The CKIP word segmentation system was originally trained on written texts. Therefore, incomplete, ungrammatical sentences and peculiar constructions in conversation, which normally do not occur in written texts, could result in errors of the automatic word segmentation and POS tagging system. Segmentation errors, including errors of proper nouns, idioms, constructions with numbers, and directional complements, were manually corrected.
In the process of word segmentation and POS tagging, we also need to cope with the occurrences of disfluencies in conversation (Shriberg, 1994) . According to the content and the prosodic realization, a disfluent repetition of words was manually separated (e.g. da uhn da de jiqi, big uhn big machine), whereas a grammatical reduplicative phrase was transcribed as one unit (e.g. dadade chengzan ta, a big compliment to him).
To obtain information about syllables, all Chinese characters transcribed were automatically converted into Hanyu Pinyin, a romanization convention for Chinese used worldwide. In the system of Hanyu Pinyin, tone information is included with each syllable, which is indicated by 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, representing Tone 1, Tone 2, Tone 3, Tone 4, and the neutral Tone. Furthermore, because of the large number of homographs in Chinese, post-editing was performed to manually correct errors resulting from the automatic conversion. Ambiguous homographs, which occur very frequently in spoken language, were specified based on the neighboring context. For instance, the word "one" (一, yi1) is pronounced with Tone 1 in isolation, but with Tone 2, when followed by Tone 4 and the neutral tone. When followed by Tone 1, Tone 2, and Tone 3, 一 is pronounced with Tone 4. The final version of the automatically segmented and POS tagged words, as well as the manually checked syllables, was used to prepare the wordlist. As a result, the Taiwan Mandarin Spoken Wordlist 1 contains 405,435 regular word tokens, equivalent to 16,683 word types and 607,008 syllable tokens. There are 57,696 tokens of discourse particles, discourse markers, fillers, and feedback words.
Lexical Coverage in Conversational and Text Corpus
Given a body of language data, no matter in the form of text or speech, lexical coverage revealed from the data varies according to producer-and genre-related factors. Each individual collection of a corpus is only representative of the specific producer group under a given condition of language production. The Sinica Corpus is a balanced corpus of texts containing different genres. In the design of the TMC Corpus, we have attempted to cover varieties of formal and informal speaking situations by the arrangement of conversation partners (strangers vs. familiar persons) and different speaking scenarios by the arrangements of tasks (free conversation, map task, and topic-specific). It is clear that the TMC Corpus and the Sinica Corpus are not directly and completely comparable in terms of producers and genres. Nevertheless, the TMC Corpus and the Sinica Corpus were compiled by adopting the same word segmentation and POS tagging system, and they are currently the largest conversational and textual corpora available for Taiwan Mandarin. For this reason, when we examine the lexical coverage of the TMC Corpus, the Sinica Corpus will be compared to explore the similarities and differences among words produced in the form of conversation and text. Wordlists derived from these two corpora were used, the Taiwan Mandarin Spoken Wordlist and the Word List with Accumulated Word Frequency in Sinica Corpus 3.0 (CKIP, 1998) . In order to collect information about syllables as well, we ran the same automatic conversion program to the Word List with Accumulated Word Frequency in Sinica Corpus 3.0. The results, however, were not manually checked, as we did for the TMC Corpus with the homograph errors. For the current study, we have cleaned up errors we found in the wordlist of the Sinica Corpus, so the statistics summarized in Table 3 may be slightly different from the official ones published by the CKIP team. As one can see, the Sinica Corpus is about ten times bigger than the TMC Corpus.
Word coverage
Corpus coverage of different vocabulary sizes in both corpora is listed in Table 4 . The top 2000 word types in the TMC Corpus make up about 90% of the overall word tokens, whereas they only account for 70% of word tokens in the Sinica Corpus. McCarthy (1999: 236) has made a comparable proposal that "… a round-figure pedagogical target of the first 2000 words in order of frequency will safely cover the everyday core with some margin for error." Counting homographs with different POS categories as distinct word types, 1,117 among the top 2000 word types occur in both corpora, including nouns, verbs, adverbs, conjunctions, determinatives, prepositions, pronouns, non-predicative adjectives, particles, the structural particle DE, and the copula SHI. These 1,117 word types shared in the top 2000 list of both corpora eventually account for 81% of the TMC corpus coverage and 58% of the Sinica corpus coverage. A selection of these 1,117 word types, the (approximately) top 100 words in both corpora, is listed in Appendix A. They may be regarded as the core vocabulary that is required for operable communication in the form of conversation and text. For educational purposes, this core vocabulary may be the target words for teaching praxis and materials to focus on (Xiao et al., 2009; Tao, 2009 ). The word distribution in both corpora is presented in terms of the accumulative frequency in Figure 2 . To achieve a 90% of corpus coverage, the first 15,000 frequency-ranked word types in the Sinica Corpus and the first 2,000 ones in the TMC Corpus are required. Calculating the proportions of these word types in their corpus share, 27% of the observed word types in the Sinica Corpus and 12% in the TMC Corpus would account for the majority of the lexical coverage of each corpus. This may suggest that these two different vocabulary sets are required for fluent communication in the form of text and conversation. The size of word types differs largely in both corpora, i.e. 15,000 versus 2,000. Nevertheless, if we view the number of characters involved in the two vocabulary sets, there are 2,964 different characters in the case of the Sinica Corpus and 1,065 in the TMC Corpus. A Chinese character is normally also a morpheme in Mandarin Chinese and is equivalent to a tone-specified syllable. The large number of homographs in Chinese leads to asymmetry between the number of tone-specified syllables from the phonological point of view and the number of characters from the orthographic point of view. The vocabulary sets required for a fluent communication above are equivalent to 1,065 tone-specified syllables for text (1,120 for the Sinica Corpus in total), and 654 for conversation (1,076 for the TMC Corpus in total). 
Syllable Coverage
In the TMC Corpus, 1,076 different tone-specified syllable types were produced. In the Sinica Corpus, it was 1,120. Apparently, there is no clear difference between the text and conversation corpora in this regard, as shown in Figure 3 . Similarly, to account for 90% of the corpus coverage, 300 tone-specified syllable types are required in the TMC Corpus and 400 are required in the Sinica Corpus. Moreover, if we disregard tone information, the number of syllable structures is 390 in the TMC Corpus, and 392 in the Sinica Corpus. This is almost the same in both corpora. Among them, 385 syllable structures were found in both corpora and the other 15 syllable structures appeared in only one of the corpora. The figures of syllables in both wordlists suggest that the capacity of phonologically different syllables (with or without considerations of lexical tones) in Taiwan Mandarin used in text and conversation is of similar size. Nevertheless, the number of tone-specified syllables does not equal the number of characters, or morphemes in Mandarin, as we mentioned earlier. For use in the form of text or conversation, the discrepancy is noticable, as the vocabulary sets required for fluent communication differ significantly: 1,065 for text and 654 for conversation. 
Distribution of Word Category
The proportions of the 14 categories of the CKIP POS tags in both corpora are summarized in Table 5 . The occurrences of nouns and verbs in the Sinica Corpus make up nearly 90% of the word tokens, suggesting that a certain percentage of nouns and verbs appear quite often in the Sinica Corpus. In contrast, the percentage of verbs and nouns in the TMC Corpus is only 45%. Words of the other categories, such as adverbs, pronouns, determinatives, prepositions, and conjunctions, were used significantly more often in conversation than in text. The tokens per type of verb and noun in the Sinica Corpus are high because the corpus share of tokens is high and that of types is rather low, as shown in Figure 4 . This may be due to the topics and the types of the articles included in the corpus, as the Sinica Corpus contains a large number of literary texts. On the contrary, the other word categories cover a much lower share of tokens, but more of types. In the TMC Corpus, a complementary distribution was observed. Verbs and nouns account for wider corpus coverage in terms of types than in terms of tokens. This suggests that different tasks and scenarios of conversations may elicit different vocabularies. The other word categories, mostly function words, account for more tokens than types. In particular, the use of adverbs is different in conversation and in text. This, to a certain degree, is similar to the distribution found in a comparative study of spoken and written corpora of Swedish (Allwood, 1998) . Adverbs, like the other function word categories (conjunctions and prepositions) were used more frequently in the spoken corpus than in the written corpus. Nevertheless, unlike in Taiwan Mandarin, pronouns and verbs were the most frequently produced categories in Swedish text and spoken corpora. The reason may lie in the characteristic of Chinese syntax. Zero anaphora is an often observed phenomenon in Chinese sentences. Therefore, pronouns are often used for addressing people in an interactive communication situation, for instance in conversation. As observed in the comparison of text and conversation, pronouns only make up 0.18% of the overall word tokens in the Sinica Corpus, but 10% in the TMC Corpus.
Discourse-related Items in the TMC Corpus
Interaction in conversation is often marked by pragmatic indicators, such as prosodic prominence, or by the use of discourse items, such as particles or feedback items. In this regard, conversation clearly differs from text. This section is concerned with corpus coverage of discourse-related items in the TMC Corpus. Compared with ordinary words, discourse items were produced much more frequently. The proportion of the occurrences of ordinary words over those of the discourse items is approximately eight to one in the TMC Corpus. That is, on average, a speech stretch of a length of eight words is accompanied by at least one discourse item. These items mark discourse-relevant positions in conversation, and they usually are produced with distinctive prosodic patterns to indicate the structure of a spoken discourse. With regard to information delivery, they may be considered a kind of redundancy. Their main function is to express the attitudes (particles), the fluency (markers and fillers), and the attention (feedback words) of the speakers. Without these discourse-related items, a conversation would be more like a scripted dialogue. For academic purposes, we need to investigate these discourse items, because they function as a kind of juncture between concepts and also function as markers of emerging patterns in conversation. As listed in Table 6 , the tokens per type of discourse markers are 1,835, which is very high compared with ordinary words in the corpus. This suggests that the performance of automatic speech recognition systems working with conversation can be improved in an economical and efficient way by implementing information and knowledge about the position of these discourse-related items (syntactic or prosodic) and their phonetic representation. Discourse particles are produced more often than the top 1000 word types in the TMC Corpus, 342 tokens per type. The numbers of the distinct types of discourse particles and markers are small, but the tokens per type are high. Furthermore, fillers and feedback words have a limited number of phonetic variants, as their phonetic representations are systematically predictable. Thus, they can be studied in terms of their phonetic forms, pronunciation variations, and their relationship to the contextual information. Feedback words normally mark the structure of speaker turn changes. Automatic detection of the discourse items would significantly enhance the understanding of conversation content and structure.
Conclusion
Spoken language is performed differently, given different speaking situations. To understand the lexical capacity of language users, no matter what purposes we have in mind, we need to base our investigations on realistic language data. The ideal corpus of this kind should take into account the versatility of speaker groups, conversation types, and speaking situations. In other words, it needs to be balanced among a variety of sociolinguistic settings. The concept of a balanced corpus for texts needs modification to be used for speech, as a balanced corpus of spoken data should also involve the spontaneous and interactive behavior of the speakers in specific speaking situations. Furthermore, the processing and presentation of speech corpora go beyond the consideration of the meta-data structures of text corpora. The transcribing convention needs to deal with the diversity of spoken phenomena in spontaneous speech. The alignment with the speech signal needs to manually or automatically be conducted to increase the innovative values of speech corpora applications for language technology system and language teaching tools. It is unlikely that the study of lexical coverage based on the Taiwan Mandarin Conversational Corpus represents the capacity of all Taiwan Mandarin speakers in all kinds of speaking situations. Nevertheless, we presented an attempt to provide empirical data for this line of research. With this data, we hope to extend our understanding about the notion how and why humans are capable of conversing by words for communication. 
